Dynamic functional nucleus is a potential biomarker for structural degeneration in cervical spine discs.
If intervertebral disc degeneration can be identified early, preventative treatments may be initiated before symptoms become disabling and costly. Changes in disc mechanics, such as the decrease in the compressive modulus of the nucleus, are some of the earliest signs of degeneration. Therefore, in vivo changes in the disc response to compressive load may serve as a biomarker for pending or early disc degeneration. The aim of this study was to assess the potential for using in vivo dynamic disc deformation to identify pathologic structural degeneration of the intervertebral disc. A validated model-based tracking technique determined vertebral motion from biplane radiographs collected during dynamic flexion/extension and axial rotation of the cervical spine. A computational model of the subaxial intervertebral discs was developed to identify the dynamic functional nucleus of each disc, that is, the disc region that underwent little to no additional compression during dynamic movements. The size and location of the dynamic functional nucleus was determined for 10 C5/C6 spondylosis patients, 10 C5/C6/C7 spondylosis patients, and 10 asymptomatic controls. The dynamic functional nucleus size was sensitive (significantly smaller than controls in 5 of 6 measurements at the diseased disc) and specific (no difference from controls in 9 of 10 measurements at non-diseased discs) to pathologic disc degeneration. These results provide evidence to suggest that structural disc degeneration, manifested by changes in the disc response to functional loading, may be identified in vivo from dynamic imaging collected during functional movements. © 2019 Orthopaedic Research Society. Published by Wiley Periodicals, Inc. J Orthop Res 9999:1-7, 2019.